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With seismic exploration advancing to the deep Earth, the seismic response of fractured strata has currently become a hot research
topic. However, characteristics of the amplitude variation with angle (AVA) of saturated fractured shale still remain unclear.
Furthermore, the direct relationships between the AVA response and fracture system parameters have not received much attention.
This study is aimed at analyzing the effect of fracture density on AVA responses of fractured shale. For this purpose, we propose
a method for modeling saturated fractured shale and analyzing AVA responses of PP- and split PS-waves. First, we introduce
Gurevich’s fluid theory into the fractured-shale modeling and establish the relationship between Thomsen’s weak anisotropy
parameters and fracture density and fluid properties. Second, we perform forward simulation considering an isotropic overburden
and a fractured stratum. The results show that differences in AVA responses of the fractured-shale model and the isotropic model
increase with increasing fracture densities. At small to intermediate incidence angles, the reflection coefficients of split PS-waves
increase, whereas those of PP-wave decrease. The reflection coefficients of the two models differ dramatically at incidence angles
larger than 55∘. Furthermore, when the fracture density is large, polarity reversal occurs only in PS2-wave AVA gathers.

1. Introduction

With the recent intensification of exploration and develop-
ment of unconventional oil and gas reservoirs, geophysical
prospecting methods of shale reservoirs have been receiving
much attention worldwide. Among such methods, the AVO
(amplitude variationwith offset) orAVA (amplitude variation
with angle) technique is considered as one of the most
promising techniques as it has played an important role
in conventional oil and gas exploration. Castagna et al. [1]
studied AVO intercepts and gradients for pairs of shale/gas
sand. Avseth et al. [2] derived the shale trend for a gas-and-oil
field of North Sea through rock physics modeling and AVO
analysis. However, thus far AVO studies of shales have only
considered isotropic media and ignored seismic anisotropy,
leading to deviations in shale reservoir characterization. In
fact, due to the compaction of the overburden, high-angle
fractures are widely developed in shale reservoirs, which
serve as important reservoir spaces and seepage channels for
shale gas. Because of tectonic stress, high-angle fractures tend
to be aligned along the same direction. Such reservoir models

can be described as a kind of anisotropic media named
HTI media (transversely isotropic media with a horizontal
axis of symmetry) [3]. There are three modes of body wave
propagation in this media: a P-wave, two shear-waves with
different velocities, and mutually orthogonal polarization
directions [4, 5]. These two shear-waves are split from the
same shear wave when its polarization direction is oblique to
the fracture plane.

Some scholars have studied the AVO responses of HTI
media. However, these studiesmainly focused on the applica-
tion of P-wave AVO responses to the prediction of fractured
reservoirs. Rüger and Tsvankin [6, 7] used the P-wave
azimuthal AVO method to detect fractures. Rüger [8, 9]
further extended the P-wave reflection coefficient to HTI
media. Pérez et al. [10] studied the practical application of P-
wave AVA to the detection of fracture orientation. Gray and
Head [11] studied the properties of anisotropic media based
on the P-wave azimuthal anisotropy and predicted fractures
in an actual oilfield. Hall and Kendall [12] applied the P-
wave AVA of a submarine three-component seismic dataset
to analyze natural fracture characteristics. Rüger [13, 14]
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Figure 1: Schematic of the HTI model.

proposed the approximate reflection coefficient equations for
HTI media usingThomsen’s anisotropy parameters.

Previous AVO researches on fractured reservoirs are
mainly based on commonly used fracture anisotropymodels:
Hudsonmodel [15] and linear slip model [16]. However, both
models assume that the background medium embedded in
the fracture is a single elastic solid medium without consid-
ering pores and fluids. In reality, the presence of pore fluids
and wave-induced fluid flow between pores and fractures
strongly influence the propagation of elastic waves. Recent
studies have proposed an HTI model that considers the
properties of both fluid flowand seismic anisotropy.Thomsen
[17, 18] proposed the theories of weak seismic anisotropy
and used five parameters to characterize reservoir anisotropy.
Thomsen considered fractured rocks as an isotropic model
containing a series of fractures connected with the same pore
diameter, and fluids flow between the fractures and pores.
This theory is more applicable for computing the seismic-
wave characteristics of the fluid-filled fracture model in the
seismic scale. Chapman [19] proposed the fracture models
with both pore and fracture dimensions. Cardona [20] used
the anisotropic Gassmann equations to achieve a fluid inde-
pendent replacement of the geometrical shape of fractures.
Gurevich [21] further developed the formula of the fluid
substitution interpretation for the vertical fractured media
with the fluids in pores. Gurevich’s formula can establish the
exact analytical relationships between the effective stiffness
matrix of a rock and the elastic properties of the dry back-
ground, porosity, fracture compliances, and the saturating
fluid. However, studies on the direct relationship between
seismic-wave responses and fracture system parameters, such
as fracture density and fillings, are lacking.

In this study, based on Gurevich’s theory of saturating
fluid, we established the relationship between Thomsen’s
anisotropy and elastic parameters and fracture systemparam-
eters. Both fluidity and the anisotropy were considered in the
proposed HTI model. Then, we built a theoretical fractured-
shale model and applied the reflection coefficient equations
derived by Rüger to analyze PP- and split PS-wave AVA
responses.

2. Methodology

2.1.MathematicalModel. There are four common anisotropic
media in the Earth [22]. Triclinic medium has no symme-
try planes or an axis of cylindrical symmetry; monoclinic
medium has only a symmetry plane; orthorhombic medium
has three mutually orthogonal planes of symmetry; trans-
versely isotropicmediumhas an axis of cylindrical symmetry.
Transversely isotropic medium is the simplest anisotropic
medium, which is referred to as the HTI medium when
the symmetry axis is horizontal. The anisotropy of an HTI
medium in the oil and gas exploration is always induced by
a single fracture set embedded in an isotropic matrix [14].
Therefore, we used the HTI model to establish single-layer
shale with aligned vertical fractures as the model illustrated
in Figure 1. The fine layering model with vertical fractures
was not considered, because it involves a more complex
anisotropic model with multigroup and multiscale fractures.

In a multicomponent seismic survey, P-wave sources are
used to initiate seismic waves. As shown in Figure 1, the
reflected P-wave (PP-wave) propagates through the fracture
zone without changing the original polarization direction.
When the original polarization direction is oblique to the
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fracture (isotropy) plane, the reflected S-wave (PS-wave)
splits into a fast mode (PS1-wave) and a slow mode (PS2-
wave). The polarization directions of the split PS1- and
PS2-waves are parallel and vertical to the fracture plane,
respectively. In the HTI model, the elastic properties of the
fractured shale can be described using the following stiffness
coefficient matrix [14]:

C =
[[[[[[[[[[[[

𝑐11 𝑐13 𝑐13 0 0 0𝑐13 𝑐33 (𝑐33 − 2𝑐44) 0 0 0𝑐13 (𝑐33 − 2𝑐44) 𝑐33 0 0 00 0 0 𝑐44 0 00 0 0 0 𝑐55 00 0 0 0 0 𝑐55

]]]]]]]]]]]]
. (1)

Elastic and anisotropy parameters related to AVA responses
can be converted by the stiffness coefficients:

𝛼 = √ 𝑐33𝜌 ,
𝛽 = √ 𝑐44𝜌 ,

𝜀(𝑉) = 𝑐11 − 𝑐332𝑐33 ,
𝛿(𝑉) = (𝑐13 + 𝑐55)2 − (𝑐33 − 𝑐55)22𝑐33 (𝑐33 − 𝑐55) ,
𝛾(𝑉) = 𝑐55 − 𝑐442𝑐44 ,
𝛾 = −2𝛾(𝑉) + 1𝛾(𝑉) ,

(2)

where the elastic parameters 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝜌 denote the isotropy-
plane velocities of the vertical P- and S1-waves and density,
respectively; 𝜀(𝑉) and 𝛿(𝑉) are the anisotropy parameters
characterizing the P-wave velocity anisotropy; 𝛾(𝑉) is the
anisotropy parameter indicating the fractional difference
between the velocities of S2- and S1-waves. The superscript
“𝑉” denotes vertical direction along the fracture plane.

Regarding saturated fractured shale, individual fluid sub-
stitution expressions for each stiffness coefficient of the HTI
model are as follows [21, 23]:

𝑐sat11 = 𝐿𝐷 [𝑑1𝜂 + 𝐾𝑓𝜑𝐾𝑚𝐿 (𝐿1𝑏 − 16𝜇2𝑏0Δ𝑁9𝐿 )] ,
𝑐sat33 = 𝐿𝐷 [𝑑2𝜂 + 𝐾𝑓𝜑𝐾𝑚𝐿 (𝐿1𝑏 − 4𝜇2𝑏0Δ𝑁9𝐿 )] ,
𝑐sat13 = 𝜆𝐷 [𝑑1𝜂 + 𝐾𝑓𝜑𝐾𝑚𝜆 (𝜆1𝑏 − 8𝜇2𝑏0Δ𝑁9𝐿 )] ,
𝑐sat44 = 𝜇,
𝑐sat55 = 𝜇 (1 − Δ𝑇) ,

(3)

where

𝐿 = 𝜆 + 2𝜇,
𝐷 = 1 + 𝐾𝑓𝐾𝑚𝜑 (𝑏0 − 𝜑 + 𝐾2Δ𝑁𝐾𝑚𝐿 ) ,
𝜂 = 1 − 𝐾𝑓𝐾𝑚 ,
𝜑 = 𝜑𝑚 (1 − 𝜑𝑐) + 𝜑𝑐,
𝜑𝑐 = 4𝜋𝑎𝑒3 ,
𝑏0 = 1 − 𝐾𝐾𝑚 ,
𝑏 = 𝑏0 + 𝐾2Δ𝑁𝐾𝑚𝐿 ,
𝐿1 = 𝐾𝑚 + 43𝜇,
𝜆1 = 𝐾𝑚 − 23𝜇,
𝑑1 = 1 − Δ𝑁,
𝑑2 = 1 − 𝜆2Δ𝑁𝐿2 ,
𝐾 = 𝜆 + 2𝜇3 ,

(4)

and 𝐾 is the bulk modulus of background material; 𝐾𝑓
is the fluid bulk modulus, which can be calculated by the
bulk moduli of water (𝐾𝑤), gas (𝐾𝑔), and oil (𝐾𝑜) with the
corresponding saturations 𝑆𝑤, 𝑆𝑔, and 𝑆𝑜:

1𝐾𝑓 = 𝑆𝑤𝐾𝑤 + 𝑆𝑜𝐾𝑜 + 𝑆𝑔𝐾𝑔 . (5)

In (4), 𝐿, 𝐷, 𝜂, 𝜆1, 𝑑1, 𝑑2, 𝑏0, and 𝑏 are the intermediate
variables; 𝜆 and 𝜇 are the Lamé parameter and the shear
modulus of the background isotropic material, respectively;𝜑 is the total porosity of the fractured rock and 𝜑𝑚 and𝜑𝑐 are the porosities of background material and fractures,
respectively; 𝑎 is the aspect ratio of the fracture; 𝑒 is the
fracture density; 𝐾𝑚 is the solid grain bulk modulus. Δ𝑁
and Δ𝑇 are the normal and tangential fracture weaknesses,
which can be calculated by the dimensionless normal (𝐸𝑁)
and tangential (𝐸𝑇) compliances of the fracture system,
respectively:
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Δ𝑇 = 𝐸𝑇1 + 𝐸𝑇 ,
Δ𝑁 = 𝐸𝑁1 + 𝐸𝑁 ,
𝐸𝑁 = 4𝑒3𝑔 [1 − 𝑔 + (𝑘 + 4𝜇/3) / (𝜋𝑎𝜇)] ,
𝐸𝑇 = 16𝑒3 (3 − 2𝑔 + 4𝜇/𝜋𝑎𝜇) ,
𝑔 = 𝜇𝜆 + 2𝜇 ,

(6)

where 𝑘 and 𝜇 are the bulk and shear moduli of the fillings
in the fractures, respectively.

Equations (3)–(6) provide a complete description of the
stiffness coefficients of the saturated fractured HTI model.
Then, the elastic and anisotropy parameters can be expressed
in terms of the properties of dry (isotropy) background,
fillings in fractures, and saturating fluid by substituting
saturated rock stiffness coefficient equations (3)–(6) into (2):

𝛼 = √9𝐿𝐷4 − 4𝐵Δ𝑁9𝐷𝐿𝜌 ,
𝛽 = √𝜇𝜌 ,
𝜀(𝑉) = 12𝐵Δ𝑁 + 9 (𝐷2 − 𝐷1) 𝐿28𝐵 − 18𝐿𝐷4 ,
𝛿(𝑉)
= 3 [−3 (𝐷4 + 𝐷3) 𝐿 + 4𝐵Δ𝑁] [4𝐵Δ𝑁 + 9𝐿 (𝐷4 − 𝐷3 − 2𝐷𝑇)]2 (−9𝐷4𝐿 + 4𝐵Δ𝑁) [4𝐵Δ𝑁 − 9𝐿 (𝐷4 − 𝐷𝑇)] ,
𝛾 = Δ𝑇2 (1 − Δ𝑇) ,

(7)

where

𝐷1 = (1 − Δ𝑁) (1 − 𝐾𝑓𝐾𝑚) ,
𝐷2 = (1 − 𝜆2𝐿2Δ𝑁)(1 − 𝐾𝑓𝐾𝑚) ,
𝐷3 = 𝐾𝑓𝜑𝐾𝑚 (𝐾𝑚 − 23𝜇)(𝑏0 + 𝐾2Δ𝑁𝐾𝑚𝐿 )

+ 𝜆 (1 − Δ𝑁) (1 − 𝐾𝑓𝐾𝑚) ,
𝐷4 = 𝐾𝑓𝜑𝐾𝑚 (𝐾𝑚 + 43𝜇)(𝑏0 + 𝐾2Δ𝑁𝐾𝑚𝐿 )

+ (1 − 𝜆2𝐿2Δ𝑁)(1 − 𝐾𝑓𝐾𝑚) (𝜆 + 2𝜇) ,

𝐵 = 𝑏0𝑢2 𝐾𝑓𝜑𝐾𝑚 ,𝑇 = 𝜇 (1 − Δ𝑇) ,𝜌 = (1 − 𝜑) 𝜌𝑚 + 𝜑 (𝑆𝑤𝜌𝑤 + 𝑆𝑜𝜌𝑜 + 𝑆𝑔𝜌𝑔) ,
(8)

and 𝐵, 𝑇, 𝐷1, 𝐷2, 𝐷3, and 𝐷4 are the intermediate variables.
Then, we can obtain the elastic and anisotropy parameters
for establishing the saturated HTI model if the background
medium parameters of 𝜆, 𝜇,𝐾𝑚, 𝜑𝑚, and 𝜌𝑚 (the background
medium density), fracture system parameters of 𝑎, 𝑒, 𝑘, and𝜇, and saturating fluid parameters of 𝐾𝑤, 𝐾𝑔, 𝐾𝑜, 𝑆𝑤, 𝑆𝑔, 𝑆𝑜,𝜌𝑤, 𝜌𝑔, and 𝜌𝑜 are known.
2.2. Reflection Coefficients. To study the AVA response char-
acteristics of the saturated HTI model, the reflection coeffi-
cients of PP- and split PS-waves can be calculated by Rüger’s
equations [14]:

𝑅PP = 12 Δ𝑍𝑍 + 12 {{{
Δ𝛼𝛼 − (2𝛽𝛼 )2 Δ𝐺𝐺

+ [[(𝛿(𝑉)2 − 𝛿(𝑉)1 ) + 2(2𝛽𝛼 )2 (𝛾2 − 𝛾1)]] cos2 𝜃}}}
⋅ sin2 𝑖1 + 12 {Δ𝛼𝛼 + (𝜀2(𝑉) − 𝜀1(𝑉)) cos4 𝜃
+ (𝛿(𝑉)2 − 𝛿(𝑉)1 ) sin2 𝜃 cos2 𝜃} sin2 𝑖1tan2 𝑖1,

𝑅PS1 = −12 Δ𝜌𝜌 sin 𝑖1
cos 𝑗1 − 𝛽𝛼 (Δ𝜌𝜌 + 2Δ𝛽𝛽 ) sin 𝑖1 cos 𝑖1

+ (𝛽𝛼)
2 (2Δ𝛽𝛽 + Δ𝜌𝜌 ) sin3 𝑖1

cos 𝑗1 ,
𝑅PS2 = −12 (Δ𝜌𝜌 ) sin 𝑖1

cos 𝑗1 − 𝛽𝛼 {Δ𝜌𝜌
+ 2(Δ𝛽𝛽 + 𝛾1 − 𝛾2)} sin 𝑖1 cos 𝑖1 + (𝛽𝛼)

2

⋅ {2(Δ𝛽𝛽 + 𝛾1 − 𝛾2) + Δ𝜌𝜌 } sin3 𝑖1
cos 𝑗1

+ [[[(
𝛼22 (𝛼2 − 𝛽2) cos 𝑗1 −

𝛼𝛽 cos 𝑖12 (𝛼2 − 𝛽2))
⋅ (𝛿2(𝑉) − 𝛿1(𝑉))]]] sin 𝑖1
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+ [[[
𝛼𝛽 cos 𝑖1(𝛼2 − 𝛽2) (𝛿2(𝑉) − 𝛿1(𝑉) + 𝜀1(𝑉) − 𝜀2(𝑉))]]]

⋅ sin3 𝑖1 − [[[(
𝛼2(𝛼2 − 𝛽2) cos 𝑗1)

⋅ (𝛿2(𝑉) − 𝛿1(𝑉) + 𝜀1(𝑉) − 𝜀2(𝑉))]]] sin3 𝑖1
+ [[[(

𝛽22 (𝛼2 − 𝛽2) cos 𝑗1)(𝛿1(𝑉) − 𝛿2(𝑉))]]] sin3 𝑖1
+ [[[(

𝛽2(𝛼2 − 𝛽2) cos 𝑗1)

⋅ (𝛿2(𝑉) − 𝛿1(𝑉) + 𝜀1(𝑉) − 𝜀2(𝑉))]]] sin5 𝑖1,
(9)

where

𝛼 = 12 (𝛼1 + 𝛼2) ,
Δ𝛼 = 𝛼2 − 𝛼1,
𝛽 = 12 (𝛽1 + 𝛽2) ,

Δ𝛽 = 𝛽2 − 𝛽1,
𝜌 = 12 (𝜌1 + 𝜌2) ,

Δ𝜌 = 𝜌2 − 𝜌1,𝑍 = 𝜌𝛼,
𝐺 = 𝜌𝛽2.

(10)

Here, 𝑖1 is the incidence phase angle of the P-wave; 𝑗1 is
the emergence phase angle of the S1-wave; 𝑖1 and 𝑗1 follow
Snell’s Law [14]; 𝜃 is the azimuth angle of the P-wave. The
subscripts “1” and “2” denote parameters of the upper and
lower strata, respectively. Equations (9)-(10) relate the elastic
and anisotropy parameters with the PP- and split PS-wave
reflection coefficients.

3. Model Analysis

The goal of this study was to analyze the effect of fracture
density on the AVA responses of the fractured-shale model.
We performed forward simulations based on the theoretical
model consisting of an isotropic overburden and a fractured
stratum considering the same parameters for the background
overburden (Table 1). For the fractured stratum, the physical
quantities of the fracture system and the saturating fluids
are shown in Table 1. Following the procedure shown in
Figure 2, wemodeled fractured shale (Table 2) and calculated
the reflection coefficients of the PP- and split PS-waves
(Figure 3). Here, fluids considered in the fractured shale only
include gas and water. As shown in Table 2, with fracture
density increasing from 0 to 0.4, the vertical P- and S-wave
velocities decreased by about 4.5% and 2.8%, respectively;
density decreased by about 8.6%. 𝜀(𝑉) and 𝛿(𝑉) had negative
values, and 𝛾 was positive, which are physically reasonable
[14].

3.1. AVA Analysis. As shown in Figure 3, the curves of
variations in the reflection coefficients of the PP- or PS2-
waves are sharper than that of the PS1-wave. Figure 3(a)
shows that the reflection coefficients of PP-wave increasewith
increasing incidence angle and then decrease significantly at
incidence angles larger than 50∘. Furthermore, the fluctuation
of the PP-wave reflection coefficient curve is more obvious at
high fracture density. This is because, in the lower fractured
stratum, 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜌, 𝜀(𝑉), and 𝛿(𝑉) decrease and 𝛾 increases as
fracture density increases. Moreover, differences in elastic
and anisotropy parameters between the upper and lower
strata increase. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show that the variation
trends of the reflection coefficients of the PS1- and PS2-waves
are consistent. They increase first and then decrease with
increasing incidence angle. In addition, variation rate of the
reflection coefficient increases at higher fracture densities.
There are two intersections between the reflection coefficient
curves of the PS1- and PS2-waves with one common inter-
section at the incidence angle of 0∘. For the PS1-wave, the
other intersection is near the incidence angle of 65∘, and for
the PS2-wave, the other intersection is at the incidence angle
of 55∘. The reflection coefficients of the PS2-wave vary from
positive to negative values, but those of the PS1-wave remain
positive.

We compared AVA responses of the fractured-shale
model with those of shale without fractures. The shale with-
out fractures can be considered as a type of isotropic medium
model, for which anisotropy parameters are zero. In addition,
in an isotropic medium model, the shear wave will not be
split. For comparison, we calculated relative differences in the
reflection coefficients of the PP-wave between the fractured-
shale and isotropic models (Figure 4(a)). The PS-wave reflec-
tion coefficient of the isotropic model was the same as the
PS1-wave reflection coefficient of the fractured-shale model.
Therefore, only the calculated relative differences between the
PS-wave reflection coefficients of the isotropic model and the
PS2-wave reflection coefficients of the fractured-shale model
are shown in Figure 4(b).
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Calculate the elastic and anisotropy parameters according
to equations (6), (7), and (8)

AVA response analysis

Generate reflection coefficients
of PP-, PS1-, PS2-waves

Build the saturated fractured shale models

Generate the AVA gathers of
PP-, PS1-, PS2-waves

Input the parameters of saturated fluid and background
materials and fractures: , , Km, m, m, a, ？, k, , Kw,
Kg, Ko, Sw, Sg, So, w, g, ；Ｈ＞ o

Calculate D,Kf, , ；Ｈ＞ c according to equations (4) and (5)

Figure 2: Flowchart of the fractured-shale modeling and AVA response analysis.

Table 1: Parameters of the background medium, fractures, and fluids.

Fluid parameters Values Background medium parameters Values Fracture parameters Values𝐾𝑤 (GPa) 2.38 𝐾𝑚 (GPa) 19.08–17.68 𝑘 (GPa) 9.18GPa𝐾𝑔 (GPa) 0.02 𝜌𝑚 (g/cm3) 2.51 𝜇 (GPa) 6.03GPa𝜌𝑤 (g/cm3) 1.09 𝜇 (GPa) 11.38–10.54 𝑒 0.01–0.40𝜌𝑔 (g/cm3) 0.14 𝜆 11.38–10.54 𝑎 0.01𝑆𝑤 50% 𝜑𝑚 10%𝑆𝑔 50%

Table 2: Different fracture density models of shale.

Fracture density 𝛼 (km/s) 𝛽 (km/s) 𝜌 (g/cm3) 𝜀(𝑉) 𝛿(𝑉) 𝛾
0 3.85 2.21 2.5 0 0 0
0.01 3.839 2.217 2.311 −0.003 −0.005 0.003
0.10 3.798 2.201 2.304 −0.030 −0.050 0.029
0.20 3.756 2.183 2.297 −0.055 −0.090 0.057
0.40 3.679 2.149 2.283 −0.097 −0.152 0.111

As shown in Figure 4(a), with increasing incidence angle,
the absolute value of the relative differences initially increase,
then decrease, and dramatically increase towards the end.
Although the velocities and densities of the two models
are the same, changes in anisotropic parameters will greatly
affect the reflection coefficient. In Figure 4(b), the relative
difference between the two models becomes more apparent
at higher fracture density.

In the fractured-shale model, within incidence angles
of 40∘, higher fracture density can lead to large changes in
the PS2-wave reflection coefficients but small changes in the
PP-wave reflection coefficients. However, at incidence angles

over 55∘, the reflection coefficients of both the PP- and PS-
waves change dramatically.

3.2. AVA Gathers Analysis. According to the model parame-
ters in Table 2, AVA gathers were synthesized by convolution
using the Ricker wavelet with a dominant frequency of 40Hz
and the reflection coefficients shown in Figure 3. AVA gathers
of the PP-wave with different fracture densities are shown in
Figures 5(a), 5(b), 5(c), and 5(d). The reflection amplitudes
are enhanced with increasing fracture density, especially at
large incidence angles over 60∘. For small fracture density, as
shown in Figure 5(a), the reflection amplitudes decrease with
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Figure 3: AVA response curves of the PP-wave (a), PS1-wave (b), and PS2-wave (c) as a function of incidence angles and fracture densities.
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Figure 4: Relative differences in the reflection coefficients of the PP-wave (a) and PS-wave (b) between the fractured-shale model and the
isotropic model.
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(k) PS2-wave, e = 0.2 (l) PS2-wave, e = 0.4

(i) PS2-wave, e = 0.01 (j) PS2-wave, e = 0.1

(g) PS1-wave, e = 0.2 (h) PS1-wave, e = 0.4

(e) PS1-wave, e = 0.01 (f) PS1-wave, e = 0.1

(c) PP-wave, e = 0.2 (d) PP-wave, e = 0.4
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Figure 5: AVA gathers of PP-, PS1-, and PS2-waves as a function of different fracture densities.

increasing incidence angle. As shown in Figures 5(b), 5(c),
and 5(d), the PP-wave reflection amplitudes first increase and
then decrease with increasing incidence angle. The PS1-wave
AVA gathers in Figures 5(e), 5(f), 5(g), and 5(h) clearly show
strong reflection amplitudes at intermediate incidence angles.
However, therewas no significant change inAVAgatherswith
varying fracture densities. In Figures 5(i), 5(j), 5(k), and 5(l),
the PS2-wave AVA gathers show strong reflection amplitudes

at intermediate incidence angles. However, polarity reversal
occurs at fracture densities of 0.2 and 0.4.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we determined the relationship between Gure-
vich’s fluid theory and Thomsen’s anisotropy parameters for
the saturated-fractured-shale model and simulated PP- and
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split PS-wave AVA responses. From analyses of the reflection
coefficients of the saturated-fractured-shale and isotropic
models, we found that anisotropy parameters increase with
increasing fracture density, and the difference in reflection
coefficients become more prominent. The reflection coeffi-
cients of the two models were distinct at incidence angles
higher than 55∘. The differences in reflection coefficients
between the two models grew wider as fracture density
increased. Moreover, the differences in reflection coefficients
were more dramatic for PP- or PS2-waves than for PS1-
waves. According to the synthesized AVA gathers, we found
that polarity reversal occurs only in PS2-wave AVA gathers
with high fracture density. The modeling of water-filled or
oil-filled fractures remains a major unresolved issue. The
velocities and densities of water and oil are close, and thus
their corresponding influences on elastic and anisotropy
parameters are similar. Therefore, discriminating the AVA
response anomaly caused by water and oil is still a problem.
Nevertheless, the proposed simulations of the fractured-shale
model will lay the foundation for further studies on the
wavefield characteristics of actual fractured reservoirs.
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